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We define a matroid M to be sticky if every two extensions of M can be glued together along 
M. It is gro‘ved that 
(i) every modular matroid is sticky, 
(ii) every sticky matroid of rank at most three is modular. 
A matroid M on a set X will be denoted by M(X). Given a matroid Al, points, 
lines and planes are its flats of rank one, two and three, respectively. When 
Y c X, the restriction of M(X) to Y is denoted by M 1 Y. If M is a restriction of 
N, then N is called an extension of M, conversely. A pair of flats (F, G) is 
modular if 
r(F)+r(G)=r(FUG)+r(FnG), 
where r denotes the rank function of M. A matroid M is said to be modular if all 
pairs of its flats are modular. A modular cut cis: of M (see [2j) is a system of flats of 
M satisfying 
F,GEW, r(F)+r(G)=r(FUG)+r(FnG) 3 FnG&‘. 
Modular cuts of M are in l-l correspondence with one-point extensions of M. 
Given a modular cut W of M(X) the corresponding one-point extension is a 
matroid M(X U x) with the following flats (see [7], Theorem 17.3.2): 
F U x for any flalt FE W, 
F for any flat Fq! Q, and FU x if F$ % and there is no G E %, G 3 F, 
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Let I&(X,), A&(X,) and M(XI n Xz) be matroids such that 
A matroid N(XI U X2) is called an amalgam of A& and A& along M if 
NjXl=M1 and NIX,=&. 
Let us note that an amalgam of two matroids need not exist [4]. The amalgama- 
tion of matroids was studied e.g. in [5, 11. 
Definition. We say that a matroid M is sticky if for any two extensions MI, A& of 
A4 there is an amalgam of M, and Mz along M. 
Theorem 1. Every modular matroid is sticky. 
The proof is based on construction of proper amalgam introduced in [3,6]. An 
amalgam of M*(X,) and M2(X2) along M is called proper if its rank function v is 
given by 
v(A)=min {g(B)IAcBcX,UX,) 
where 
g(B) = t(B n X,) + r(B n x2) - r(B n XI n x2;. 
It is shown in [3, 61 that the modularity of M is sticicnt for the existence of a 
proper amalgam of M1 and M2 along M. We sketch th: proof. Clearly v(p) = 0, 
v({x})s 1 and v(A)s v(B) for A c B. We check the submodularity of v. Let 
A, B c X1 U X2 be arbitrary sets. There exist sets A’ = A and B’ 3 I3 such that 
p(A’)= v(A), &B’)= V(B) and both A’nX, nX2 and B’nX, nX2 are flats of 
M. Now, 
v(A)+ v(B) = p(A’)+ p(B’) 
= r(A’f7 X,) + r(A’n X2) - t(A’n X1 n X2) + r(B’n X,) 
+r(B'nX,)--r(B'nx,nx*) 
a((A'UB')nX,)+r(A'nB'nX,)+r((A'clB')nX,) 
+r(A'nB'nx,)-r((A'uB')nx,nx,)-r(A'nB'nx,nx2) 
=p(A’UB”)+p(A’fW) ~v(AUB)+V(AI?B). 
Thus, v is a rank function on XI UX,. It is easy to !lee that v(A) = r(A) for 
AC& or X2. 
WC conjecture that thte opposite statement to the Theorem 1 is also true, i.e. 
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every sticky matroid is modular. However, we are able to prove a partial result 
only. 
Theorem 2. Every sticky matroid of rank at most 3 is mod&w. 
3. RuDofs 
ti 1. Every nonmodular matroid of rank 3 contains either 
(A) three distinct lines II, 12, Z3 such that all pain (I,, P2), (I,, I,) and &, I,) are . 
nonmodular, or 
(B) four distinct lines II, lz, 13, I4 such that pairs (Z1, 12) and (lS, Z4) are 
nonmodular. 
hf. The conditions (A) and (B) can be interpreted graphically as follows: take 
nodes corresponding to the lines of M and join two nodes if their corresponding 
lines form a nonmodular pair. Then Lemma 1 says: the graph correspsnding to a 
nonmodular matroid of rank 3 contains one of the configurations 
Clearly if the lemma does not hold, the associated graph must be of the form 
where (I,, t), i = 1,. . . , n, n 3 1, are all nonmodular pairs of lines of M. Let 
10=(x1,. . . , xk} and put 
Zi={IlZ is a line Of M,Z#lo, &El}. 
As lines in each .Zi correspond in the standard way to points of each 4, 
i=l ,..., k,j=l,..., n,wehave 
Denote this common cardinality by o. Then Ill= lu + 1 for any I E Sip i = 1, . . . , k. 
If x is an arbitrary point of M, x6 10, denote by u the number of lines of M which 
contain x. As the number z of points of M is 
z=uCc+(u-l)(U-Ic)+l, (2) 
the value u does not depend on the choice of x. As lines &, . . . , k paiqGse 
intersect and the number of lines of (12, . . . , Z,,} through a point of II is u - k - 1, 
we have 
%=k+U2. (3) 
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The number of points off 1, is z - k, and the number of lines through each of these 
that do not cut I0 is u - k. This counts each 4 u times, hence 
un = (z - k)(u - k). (4) 
With (3) and (4) this yields 
u(u(u - k - l)+ 1) =: u2(iu - k). (5) 
Hence we get o = 0 or u == 1which is impossible. 
Leuuua 2. Let M(X) be Q sticky nratmid of rank 3 and (1 1, 12) be a nonmocidar 
pair of lines. Then the one-point extension M’(X L.1 x) of M defined by the modular 
cuz of M generated by lines iI, l2 is sticky as well. 
Proof. Let Mi(X;), M;(X;) be two extensions of M’, Xi f7 Xi = X U(x). Let 
x1, x2 be a couple of new distinct points. Replay x by xl in MI and by x2 in M& 
Denote the resulting matroids by MI(XI) and M2(X,b, respectively. Now we have 
X1 nX2 = X. As M is sticky there is an amalgam *N(X1 U X2) of Mi and M2 along 
M. From {x,, x2}c I, n Zx we have r({xl, x2}) = 1 in N. So we can replay {x,, x2} by 
x in N to obtain a matroid N’ which is an amalgam of MI and Mi along M’. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Every matroid of rank one or two is modular. Let M be a 
nonmodular matroid of rank 3. Ftor both cases (A) and (B) of Lemma I we shall 
construct a pair of matroids Ml, M2 which cannot be amalgamated along M. We 
may assume M to be without lolrps and parallel verti . ;. 
Cae (A). Let M,(X U x,) be a matroid which is determined by a modular cut 
of M generated by lines II, 12, /I3 and let M2(XU x2) be a matroid which is 
determined by lines I,, 12. Then vertices x 1 and x2 must be parallel in any 
amalgam of Ml and M2 as (x,, x2} c & 13 r2. But this is impossible as xl E i3 and 
x2& &. (v denotes here the closure of a set Y.) Thus no amalgam of Mi and M2 
along M exists. 
Case (B). If some of the pairs 
1:’ not modular we can consider, by Lemmrr 2, the corresponding one point 
extension instead of M. Hence WI: may suppose that all paIs (*) are modular. 
Denote their intersection by vI, v2+ v3, u4 (see Fig. 1 j. Again, we may suppose that 
lines !*I,, u4}, (v2, Us} intersect in a point tl. Let MiX CJ w) be a one-point extension 
of M defined by the modular cut gienerated by line l3 and 1,. Then II, I2 and {u, W} 
are 3 lines of M which are pairwise nonmodular. Hence M is nonsticky by the 
czc A. Thus by ‘timma 2 M is nonsticky as well. 
I’wo modular cuts of M are defined to be compatible [4] if there is an amalgam 
of corresponding one-point extensions. 
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Fig. 1. 
R-k. Let M be a matroid of rank 3. Then any two modular cuts of M are 
compatible iff M does not contain the configuration A* The proof is based on 
similar methods as the proof of Theorem 2. 
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